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Equation Chapter 5 Section 1Chapter 5 
Surface Roughness of Deformed Metals 

When a crystalline metal deforms plastically, lattice dislocations become mobile on 
slip planes and disappear upon reaching the free surface. An emerging dislocation 
will leave a slip step at the surface and a large number of slip steps will lead to a 
complex topography. A detailed examination of the evolution of the surface 
roughness can provide information about the crystal plasticity. This chapter will 
present a statistical tool to describe surface topography and it will be used to study 
the dependence of the roughness on the amount of deformation and on the 
microstructure of the material. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Metal surfaces become rough upon deformation. This roughness affects not only the 
appearance of the material but also other surface properties such as lubricant 
transport, weldability and adhesion. A rough surface may also facilitate sites for 
crack nucleation, which may seriously deteriorate the mechanical properties. As a 
consequence, the roughening process has been the subject of numerous 
investigations, including both experimental and theoretical studies. These have 
shown that the surface roughness depends on the strain, grain size and texture. The 
relationships between roughness and strain and between roughness and grain size are 
often found to be linear [1,2] but some authors report deviations from the linear 
behavior, especially at higher strains [1,3]. 
In several studies, texture was found to have a significant influence on the roughness 
[4-10]. Most of these studies are aimed at understanding the development of a 
typical roping or ridging roughness that is characteristic for rolled highly textured 
aluminum sheets. Numerical studies [4,6] show that differences in crystallographic 
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orientation, causing differences in strain incompatibilities between neighboring 
grains, lead to grain scale roughening, which is observed as the typical ‘orange peel’ 
surface topography.  
This chapter aims at gaining a better understanding of the nature and evolution of 
roughness of polycrystalline metal surfaces, which have been deformed by uniaxial 
tension. In particular we have adopted a height-height correlation technique to 
analyze the self-affine nature of grown surfaces. To our knowledge, a similar 
approach has been attempted once before by Zaiser et. al., who showed that a 
uniaxially deformed polycrystalline copper sample exhibits a self-affine roughness 
over a large range in length scales with a roughness exponent of approximately 0.75 
[11]. One of the great advantages of this technique is that it gives direct insight in the 
typical length scales that play a role as the roughness develops. It also facilitates a 
comparison between values of roughness that are present at these scales and it 
provides a description of a rough surface, which is more powerful in comparison 
with more conventional methods. The latter provide only root-mean-square 
roughness values or apply pre-defined cut-off frequencies. In this chapter, our 
approach is applied to an extensive data set obtained from confocal microscopy. An 
attempt is made to explain how the occurring roughness depends on the grain size, 
specimen thickness, crystal structure and grain orientation of the material. One 
section is devoted to atomic force microscopy measurements, which provide a 
description of the roughness at the nanometer scale. 
 
5.2 Experimental Method 
 
5.2.1 Materials and preparation 

To study the influence of the various microstructural properties on the roughness, 
different materials have been investigated. For the grain size analysis, the aluminum 
alloy chosen is an Al-8.5%Mg. This alloy has been selected because, due to the high 
solubility of magnesium in aluminum, no secondary phases will be present, while 
still the solid solution strengthening will guarantee sufficient hardening. 
Furthermore, after a considerable amount of cold rolling, a recrystallization 
treatment at various temperatures and for different time periods, offers the 
possibility to obtain a wide range of grain sizes without a significant texture and, 
most importantly, without changing any other microstructural property.  
After deforming the material over 80% by cold rolling, four different grain sizes are 
obtained through recrystallization for 30 minutes at 350 °C, 400 °C and 450 °C and 
for 10 minutes at 450 °C. Before each new step in the cold rolling process, the 
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Figure 5.1 Orientation imaging microscopy plots of the polished surface of the tensile 
specimen before deformation showing the differences in grain size after a heat treatment of 
(a) 30 minutes 350 °C, (b) 30 minutes 400 °C, (c) 10 minutes 450 °C and (d) 30 minutes 450 
°C. The insets show the corresponding (001) pole figure. 

material is rotated 90 degrees in order to minimize the occurrence of texture after 
recrystallization. The resulting grain structures are imaged using orientation imaging 
microscopy (OIM). Inverse pole figure maps are shown in Figure 5.1. The insets 
show the corresponding (001) pole figures. Although the number of grains in these 
scans is insufficient to conduct a thorough texture analysis, they still show that the 
materials used in this investigation are not strongly textured and that no obvious 
difference in texture exists between the four different microstructures. 
To examine the effect of the crystal structure, alongside with fcc aluminum, 
materials with a body-centered cubic (bcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp) crystal 
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Figure 5.2 Inverse pole figures for (a) iron sample and (b) zinc sample. The insets show 
respectively the (111) and (0001) pole figures. 

structures are examined. The bcc material is 3N pure iron. It has been cold rolled to 
40% and recrystallized for 30 minutes at 800 °C to obtain a grain size comparable to 
the aluminum specimens. The hcp material selected is 5N pure zinc, cold rolled to 
50% and recrystallized for 30 minutes at 220 °C. In Figure 5.2, inverse pole figure 
maps are shown for the iron and zinc materials. The insets show the (111) and the 
(0001) pole figures, respectively. The figures show that the grains are fairly 
uniformly shaped and not strongly textured.  
 
Table 5.1 lists all the materials investigated. The grain sizes given in the table are 
obtained from OIM scans over an area of 800 µm x 800 µm. The grain sizes are 
determined by calculating the area average: 
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where Ai and di are the area and diameter of grain i. This method of calculating the 
grain size, which gives more weight to the larger grains, is chosen for two reasons. 
First, because effectively this also happens when determining the correlation length, 
as explained in one of the following sections, and second, to make the grain size 
determination insensitive to badly indexed points in the OIM scan. These can falsely 
be interpreted as grains, causing the average grain size to drop.  
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Table 5.1 Summary of the materials used in this chapter 
Sample Material Crystal structure Heat treatment Grain size 

(µm) 
A Al-8.5%Mg fcc 30 min 350 °C 30.8 
B   30 min 400 °C 44.9 
C   10 min 450 °C 68.1 
D   30 min 450 °C 90.1 
E Iron 3N bcc 30 min 800 °C 32.1 
F Zinc 5N hcp 30 min 220 °C 52.3 
G Aluminum 4N fcc -- > 5 mm 

 
 
5.2.2 Experimental setup 

From the materials described above, long flat tensile specimens are spark cut eroded 
with gauge dimensions 28 mm x 6.3 mm x 1.0 mm. Before deformation the 

Tensile stage 

Objective 
lens 

Specimen 

Height adjusting screws 

Figure 5.3 Experimental setup. A small tensile stage is mounted under a confocal 
microscope. In the image to the right the specimen is indicated as well as the three height 
adjusting screws, which assure the specimen is in a perfect horizontal position. 
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specimens are mechanically polished to mirror finish. The uniaxial tensile 
deformation is provided by a small portable tensile stage, which can be mounted in a 
white light reflection confocal microscope and under an atomic force microscope. 
Figure 5.3 is a photograph of the tensile stage as mounted under the confocal 
microscope. The stage is standing on an XY-table. During measurements the stage 
and consequently the specimen can be moved under the microscope. In this way 
multiple positions can be analyzed and accurately retrieved after a certain amount of 
straining. In the magnified photograph on the right in Figure 5.3, the specimen can 
be seen being clamped in the tensile stage, only a few millimeters below the 
objective lens. Three height adjusting screws are used to position the specimen in the 
best horizontal position possible under the microscope. This enhances the height 
resolution of the confocal maps considerably. The crosshead speed of the tensile 
stage is set at 10 µm/s, corresponding to a strain rate of 3.6x10-4 s-1. Because of its 
lateral and height resolution, a confocal microscope is an ideal instrument to acquire 
topographic information of larger surfaces. Using a 20x objective lens, an area of 
700 µm x 660 µm can be scanned with an axial resolution of 40 nm. A number of 
times during the deformation experiments the tensile stage is halted after 
predetermined strain values are reached and confocal images are acquired at three 
positions. Care is taken to ensure that those positions are the same at every 
measurement in order to be able to accurately study the local roughness evolution 
with increasing strain. 
In Figure 5.4 a photograph of the tensile stage under the AFM is shown. Care has to 

Camera 

Specimen 

Figure 5.4 Experimental setup. Tensile stage mounted under the AFM. 
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be taken that no vibrations are transferred to the specimen. The entire tensile stage is 
therefore connected to the AFM XY-table using damping rubber strips. On the AFM 
a camera is fixed, which is useful to keep track of the measurement location. 
 
5.2.3 Data analysis 

To analyze the surface morphology, we have chosen to extract roughness parameters 
from height-height correlation functions, assuming a partially self-affine scaling 
behavior [12]. The height-height correlation function: 
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applied to a matrix of digitized height values takes the form: 
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where Nx and Ny are the dimensions of the height matrix. The correlations are 
calculated in one direction and averaged over the other.  
Assuming a self-affine scaling behavior: 

  (5.4) ( ) ~ ( )h x b h bxα−

where b is a constant, α is the scaling or Hurst exponent, provides a very useful set 
of parameters to characterize the surface. The height-height correlation function of a 
self-affine surface takes the form: 

 2( ) 2 ( / )g r w f r ξ=  (5.5) 

where w is the root-mean-square (rms) width of the height distribution and ( )f x  is a 
function that takes the following values: 

 2( )f x x α=  (5.6) 

for  and , for . For the height-height correlation function this 
means: 

1x ( ) 1f x = 1x

 2( )g r mr α=  (5.7) 

for r ξ  and 

 2( ) 2g r w=  (5.8) 
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Figure 5.5 Height-height correlation function of a self-affine profile created using the 
Voss-algorithm with α=0.8, ξ=30 and w=1. 

for r ξ  with 2 22 /m w αξ= . Therefore, plotting the correlation function (Eq. 5.3) 
of a self-affine surface in a double logarithmic plot will result in a straight line with 
a slope of 2α up to r of the order of ξ. At larger values of r, the function will take a 
constant value of 2w2, see Figure 5.5. In this figure, a height-height correlation graph 
of a simulated surface is plotted. The topography is generated using the Voss 
algorithm, which produces self-affine statistical data [13]. The deviations from the 
horizontal line towards the end of the curve are the results of the smaller number of 
height differences in the summation of Eq. 5.3 for higher values of p. To maintain 
good statistics, correlations are calculated for points with a separation up to 75% of 
the total profile length. 
The heights of points at distances smaller than ξ are correlated, whereas points 
further apart are uncorrelated. Hence, the parameter ξ is called the correlation 
length. The scaling parameter α is a measure of this correlation. If the roughness is a 
result of a random walk displacement, α will be 0.5. Values of α larger than 0.5 
indicate a positive correlation, whereas a value smaller than 0.5 means that the 
heights are anti-correlated. 
The height images generated by the confocal microscope are flattened before the 
correlation function is calculated. The correlation function ( )g p (the average of the 
correlation functions of the individual lines) is then plotted on a double logarithmic 
scale and fitted to the self-affine approximation (Eq. 5.5). A linear fit to the first 
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section of the correlation function is used to determine the scaling exponent α. The 
root-mean-square value w is calculated directly from the height data. Finally, the 
correlation length ξ is determined from the intersection of a straight line with slope 
2α through the first part of the correlation curve and the horizontal line 2( ) 2g r w= . 
The resulting three parameters α, ξ and w describe the statistical morpho  
surface within the experimental limits set by the resolution of the confocal 
microscope. Within our work, we focus on the dependence of these parameters with 
increasing strain and examine the influence of various microstructural properties. 
Alongside with information about the grain size and the texture of the material, OI

logy of the

M 
scans are used to determine the susceptibility of the grain to deformation. This 
‘hardness’ is expressed as the Schmid factor cos cosm ϕ λ=  where ϕ  is the angle 
between the applied force and the slip plane the angl  between the 
force and the slip direction (see Figure 3.4). The slip system for which m is plotted is 
always the slip system with the highest Schmid factor. Finally, OIM is used to get an 
estimate of the deformation inside an individual grain by calculating the grain 
orientation spread, which is the standard deviation of all orientations within the 
grain. 
 

normal and λ e

.3 Confocal Microscopy Measurements 
 

 this section the experimental results obtained with the confocal microscope will 

.3.1 Grain size 

The grain size dependence is studied for four Al-8.5%Mg specimens (samples A-D). 

tress strain curves 

strain curves obtained from the tensile experiments. The 

5

In
be shown. These measurements are aimed at understanding the influence of the grain 
size, specimen thickness, crystal structure and grain orientation on the roughness 
parameters described above. This section is subdivided accordingly. 
 
5

Due to the different heat treatments, the grain size of these specimens varies between 
30.8 µm and 90.1 µm. Since all the magnesium remains in solid solution, no other 
microstructural differences are expected. 
 
S

Figure 5.6 shows the stress-
small dips in the curves are a result of relaxation at the strains at which the 
deformation is halted in order to perform the confocal microscopy. The curves are 
presented to demonstrate that aside from the grain size, the microstructures of the 
four samples used are identical. Every difference found in the surface roughness 
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Figure 5.6 Stress-strain curves belonging to the tensile experiments on the four Al-
8.5%Mg alloys. The small differences indicate that apart from the grain size no other 
microstructural differences exist that can influence the plasticity. 

analysis can therefore be directly attributed to the different grain size of the 
specimens. In Figure 5.6, with longer aging time or higher aging temperature, a 
slight decrease in yield stress and a slightly higher strain at fracture is observed, but 
these effects can be related to the increase in grain size. 
 
Local roughness evolution 

, the confocal height maps are made at the same location Since with increasing strain
on the sample surface, the local evolution of the roughness can be studied. In Figure 
5.7 this evolution is visualized by plotting one linear cross section of the confocal 
height maps for (a) the sample with the smallest grain size (30.8 µm) and (b) the 
sample with the largest grains (90.1 µm). It appears that the manner in which the 
roughness evolves is highly non-random. The resemblance between the profiles at 
low and at high strain is all the more striking if they are rescaled as is shown in 
Figure 5.8. When the rescaled profile after just 2% strain is compared with the 
height profile of the same line after 19% strain, the similarity is remarkably good, 
apart from a smoothening on a scale smaller than the grain size. 
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Figure 5.7 Local roughness evolution. (a) for the sample with the smallest grains and 
(b) for the sample with the largest grains. 

Height-height correlation graphs 

In Figure 5.9, the height-height correlation function for sample A ( 30.8d mµ= ) 
after 12% strain is plotted. The resemblance with the model curve of Figure 5.5 is 
good. The linear first part of the curve indicates a self-affine scaling behavior on 
smaller length scales, whereas the horizontal tail implies that a correlation length ξ 
exists above which this scaling behavior has disappeared. In this regime the 
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roughness can be described using the rms-roughness w. Figure 5.10a shows the 
correlation curves for all four samples A-D after 15% straining.  
With increasing grain size, the curves are shifted upwards and the linear, self-affine 
regime increases in size. Figure 5.10b shows the curves for sample B ( 44.9d mµ= ) 
for all strain values. The uppermost curve in this graph corresponds to the surface at 
the largest strain, whereas the bottom curve corresponds to the surface before 

Figure 5.8 Three profiles taken from Figure 5.7 rescaled. The similarity between the 
profiles is remarkable considering that they are obtained at very different strains. 

Figure 5.9 Experimental height-height correlation graph for sample A after 12% strain. 
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straining commenced.  
The striking resemblance between the experimental and theoretical height-height 

 

correlation curves supports the use of this analysis technique. Its power lies in the 
combined information about large scale roughness (parameter w) and small scale 
height correlations (roughness exponent α) as well as in the detection of typical 
lengths at which the roughness develops (correlation length ξ).  

Figure 5.10 (a) Height-height correlation functions for all four samples after 15% strain. 
(b) All correlation curves for the sample with grain size 44.9 µm. Higher curves correspond 
to measurements performed after a larger strain. 
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Roughness exponent α 

Values determined for the scaling parameter α, as obtained by fitting a linear 
function to the first points of the height-height correlation graphs, are plotted in 
Figure 5.11. For small strains, α is small but it increases with increasing strain, until 
a constant value of 0.88±0.05 is reached for sample A and of 0.92±0.03 for the 
samples B, C and D. The error in α for sample A is larger than for samples B, C and 
D, because the points in the correlation curve start to deviate from the straight line 
earlier, making the linear fit less accurate.  
The strong correlation between points at a small length scale, resulting in high 
values for the roughness exponent α, is another manifestation of the highly non-
random roughening. At the initial stages of straining a high roughness at small 
length scales develops as is apparent from the low α-values at low strains. This can 
also be observed in the uppermost profile of Figure 5.8. This roughness disappears 
slowly until, after about 10% strain, the small scale roughness remains constant. In 
effect, although there is a large scale roughening during straining, on a smaller scale 
the surface  smoothening. The small-scale roughness does not seem to depend 
strongly on the grain size. The α-values for the sample with the smallest grains are a 
little lower than for the other three samples, but this can be explained by the greater 
difficulty to determine the correct values as ex

 is

plained above.  
 

Figure 5.11 Roughness parameter α as determined by fitting a straight line to the first few 
points of the correlation functions. 
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Rms-roughness w 

In Figure 5.12 the increase in rms width of the height distribution with increasing 
strain is plotted. The values for w appear to lie on a straight line. If the slopes of 
these lines are plotted against the grain size of the corresponding sample material as 
is executed in Figure 5.13, it is clear that w scales linearly with both the strain and 

Figure 5.12 The rms-roughness w scales linearly with strain for all four samples. 

Figure 5.13 The slopes dw/dε of the curves in Figure 5.12 plotted versus grain size. 
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the grai

 

n size as:  

w c dε= ⋅ ⋅  (5.9) 

ε is the true strain and c is a constant which for these specimens is equa
. 

 figures clearly show that in these samples the same linear relationship ho
een rms-roughness and both strain and grain size as was found by other auth

]. This is a clear indication that roughening is by no means a random proces
d by the arbitrary occurrence of dislocation slip steps at the surface. Assum

 the number of steps scales linearly with the strain, it would result in an in
bed by the relation w ~ ε½. 

rrelation length ξ 

ng the intersection of the linear fit of the first section of the correlation func
2

where l to 
0.19
These lds 
betw ors 
[1,2 s 
cause ing 
that crease 
descri
 
Co

Findi tion 
and ( ) 2g r w= he correlation length ξ. The values for ξ determined for 

ples A-D are plotted in Figure 5.14. Apart from the first few points they ar
 yields t

sam e 
ge values for ξ (excluding the first two points) are listed in Table 

 accuracy in α and the observed spread in the values of ξ, the 
constant. The avera
5.2. Based on the
accuracy of the values listed in Table 5.2 is estimated at ±8 µm for sample A and at 
±5 µm for samples B, C and D. 
 

Fig es. ure 5.14 The correlation length ξ, determined from the fitted α and calculated w-valu
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Table 5.2 Average correlation length 
Sample Grain size (µm) ξ (µm) 
A 30.9 38±8 
B 44.9 52±5 
C 68.1 74±5 
D 90.1 91±5 

 
From the values in Table 5.2 it is clear that the correlation length ξ can be linked to 
the grain size. This is reasonable since dislocation mechanisms associated with 
plasticity are correlated within grains. Again the relatively large difference between 
grain size and correlation length for sample A can be explained by the larger error in 

etermining α for this sample. 
size and pixel size may influence the results of a statistical 

sure that th

 out of our four experiments. Due to experimental 
onstraints the sample with the largest grain size shows a correlation length (ξ = 90 

d
The choice of scan 
analysis on sampled data quite dramatically. In these measurements care was taken 
to en e distance between individual sampling points is at least one order of 
magnitude smaller than the correlation length. This is important for obtaining a 
reliable value for the roughness exponent α and to avoid correlation-induced size 
effects. For the determination of the correlation length, a general rule of thumb is to 
use a scan size, which is at least ten times larger than the expected value for ξ. This 
condition is easily met in three
c
µm) which is slightly less than ten times smaller than the scan size (700 µm). 
 
The roughness explained  

Combining these results, determination of the three parameters α, w and ξ leads to 
the conclusion that, after a certain amount of strain, points within one grain are 
highly correlated and that these relatively smooth patches are the building blocks for 
the large scale roughness w. All these observations suggest that the roughness w is 
not caused or strongly influenced by microstructural features at a length scale 
smaller than the grain size. Of course this holds for roughness within the resolution 
of the confocal microscope. A more dedicated high-resolution apparatus like an 
atomic force microscope should be used to study the small-scale roughness and its 
statistical properties in detail.  
The self-affine roughness exponent α found in our experiments is larger than the 
values obtained by Zaiser et al., who found self-affine behavior in copper alloys with 
an exponent α = 0.75. This difference can be explained by the fact that their 
measurements were almost completely performed with scan sizes smaller than, or of 
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the order of the grain size, thereby excluding the influence of the roughening 
m  g  scale. This mechanism, which causes the 
ro hness w ur experiments, becomes apparent as large relatively flat facets 
a oximate he same size grains, which can easily be seen in Figure 5.7a 
and b. Addi ir effect to t ll scale roughness will result in a value for α 
closer to 1.  

 conclusion, the rms-roughness appears to be dominated by microstructural 

of what might happen in these materials. The results 

s. The 
eformation of a grain will therefore be determined by the combined deformation of 

the total deformation and resulting surface roughness 
somewhat hard to predict. The relationship between roughness and the orientation of 

 thickness of 0.3 mm. The thicker tensile specimen 

echanism that acts on the rain size
ug  in o

ppr ly of t  as the 
ng the he sma

In
dissimilarities, which manifest themselves on the scale of a grain. In this experiment, 
on this scale the only difference between the grains is their orientation, or more 
precisely: the orientation of their slip planes and slip directions with respect to the 
tensile axis and with respect to the orientation of the neighboring grains. Zhao et al. 
[4] propose a physical picture 
of their numerical model show that softer grains or in other words grains which are, 
due to their orientation, more susceptible to plastic flow, deform more than the 
harder grains. As a result, these grains, which can also be characterized as having 
high Schmid or low Taylor factors, stretch more than harder grains. Effectively this 
causes an inhomogeneous thinning of the material under tensile deformation and an 
accompanying roughening of the surface. Since the orientation of the grains does not 
change drastically during straining, this deformation at a grain size scale is a fairly 
constant process, explaining the linear relationship observed between the roughness 
w and strain. In a polycrystalline material the grains are part of a large three 
dimensional structure comprised of grains with all different orientation
d
its surrounding grains, making 

both surface and non surface grains will be studied in section 5.3.4. 
 
5.3.2 Sample thickness 

In Figure 5.15 a similar graph as in Figure 5.12 is shown for two aluminum 
specimens, which have experienced exactly the same heat treatment (10 minutes 
at 450 °C, which results in a grain size of 68 µm). The only difference is the 
thickness of the tensile specimens. One is polished at a thickness of 1.0 mm and 
the other is ground down to a
roughens considerably more than the thinner one. 
In a simplified analysis, one might say that the surface roughness is mainly due to 
the different deformation of surface grains. Softer grains will deform more easily, 
stretch and cause a local depression on the surface. If this explanation is valid, the 
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two curves in Figure 5.15 should not differ as much as they do. The top 150 µm in 
both specimens are comparable. Since the grain size in these specimens is 68 µm, 
this amounts to at least the two top layers of grains. Still, upon straining, the 
roughness developing on the surface of the thicker specimen is much larger than the 
roughness on the thinner specimen. Clearly more grains should be taken into account 
than just the first couple of top layers. 
 
5.3.3 Crystal structure 

Figure 5.15 rms-roughness versus true strain plot for two aluminum specimens with 
similar grain size (68 µm) but with different thickness. (o) 300 µm thick. (+) 1.0 mm thick. 

The crystal structure may influence the surface roughness, since it determines the 
at are active during plastic deformation. In this section, fcc 

aluminum samples will be compared to bcc iron and hcp zinc specimens. In Chapter 

 particular for the zinc samples 

bottom curve (ε=0), it appears that a correlation is present between points less than a 

number of slip systems th

3 the possible slip systems for the different crystal structures are described. 
 
Height-height correlation graphs 

In Fig. 5.16, height-height correlation graphs are shown for the iron and zinc 
specimens for a selected number of strain values. In
the correspondence with the curve expected for partially self-affine behavior is good. 
Initially the points lie on a straight line and for large distances correlation is lost. For 
the iron specimen the curves at lower strains are not as straight. Looking at the 
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Figure 5.16 Height-height correlation graphs for (a) zinc sample for strains between ε=0 
owermost curve) and ε=0.10 (uppermost curve). (b) iron sample between ε=0 and ε=0.19. (l

few microns apart. This correlation, which is probably a result of the polishing, only 
slowly disappears with increasing amounts of strain. 
It should be noted that for the zinc specimen, the curves are not shown for all strain 
values. Above a strain of ε=0.1, the surface has become too rough for the confocal 

icroscope to make a scan of the full area. Crevices appear which reflect m no light. 
ts is never higher than a few percent of the total 
e influence on the first section of the correlation 

Although the number of bad poin
number of pixels, this has a larg
graphs. To find out if ignoring of the bad points is justified, a good scan has been 
recalculated with the omission of a few percent of its lowest points. The change in 
the correlation graph is significant. Hence it was decided to ignore the measurements 
at strains ε>0.1 for the calculation of the roughness exponent α and the correlation 
length ξ.  
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Roughness exponent α 

A linear fit is made to the first five points in each height-height correlation graph to 
obtain values for the scaling exponent α. For the aluminum specimens the α-values 
increased upon straining until they saturated at values close to or even slightly above 
0.9. In Figure 5.17 the fitted α-values for iron and zinc are plotted. They show a 
similar increase at small strains but it saturates at much lower values. Figure 5.17a 
shows a plateau for strains in between 0.12 and 0.16 of α=0.80 but the final value at 
a true strain of 0.19 is much lower: α=0.69. For the zinc measurements, the values 
appear comparable. Unfortunately, only α-values for low strains could be calculated 
as explained above. 
The values obtained for α from the correlation graphs show that both iron and zinc 
are much rougher at the smaller length scale than aluminum with its nearly flat 
facets. An explanation for this fairly large difference in small scale roughness is the 
formation of dislocation structures inside the grain, typical of aluminum. Screw 

Figure 5.17 Fitted values for the roughness exponent α. (a) for iron specimen. (b) for zinc 
specimen. 
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dislocations assemble in cell walls and eventually in more ordered subgrain 
boundaries [14]. These structures, with a typically size of 0.5-2 µm, relax the 

resses inside the material and may therefore also diminish the amount of roughness 
the surface, which effectively leads to a more positive 

f the three tensile specimens is exactly the same and assuming 

and zinc, one can divide the slope of the curves by the grain size and calculate the 
constant c in Eq. 5.9: For aluminum this yields c=0.19, for iron c=0.20 and for zinc 
c=0.32. The zinc specimen becomes much rougher than aluminum and iron at 

systems responsible for plastic deformation in these materials. As explained in 

Figure 5.18 rms-roughness plotted versus true strain. (*) iron sample. (o) aluminum 
sample with grain size 44 µm. (+) zinc sample. 

st
features observed on 
correlation between neighboring points on the surface. 
 
Rms roughness w 

The effect of the bad points in the zinc measurements on the rms-roughness w is 
negligibly small. Therefore these values are included in Figure 5.18, which shows an 
increase of w with increasing strain for the iron, zinc and one of the aluminum 
specimens. All three curves in Figure 5.18 are remarkably straight. The linear 
relationship between the rms-roughness w and strain holds for all three materials. 
Since the geometry o
that the linear relationship between rms-roughness and grain size also holds for iron 

comparable strains and grain sizes. The iron and aluminum behave similarly. An 
explanation for this difference is found when looking at the possible number of slip 
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Chapter 3, the number of available slip systems at room temperature is equal for fcc 
and bcc materials but much lower for hcp metals such as zinc. 
The point to be made here is that when two randomly oriented grains are observed, 
on average the difference in their hardness, i.e. the difference in the shear stress 
resolved on the primary slip system, will be higher for zinc, while this difference 
will be approximately equal for aluminum and iron. The roughness is believed to be 
the result of these kinds of hardness differences between neighboring grains. Softer 

rains, i.e. grains with a higher stress resolved on the primary slip system, will have 
rm more than the harder grains. They are restrained however by 

the linear increase of the rms-roughness w with strain (Fig. 5.18, Eq. 5.9) and also 
the constant shape of the roughness profiles (Fig. 5.8). 
 
Correlation length ξ 

Calculations of the correlation length ξ for the iron and zinc specimens show that it 
is of the same order of magnitude as the grain size, as is also found for aluminum. 
Averaging ξ-values for the last five iron curves yields a value of ξ=20±4 µm and 
averaging all results for zinc yields ξ=44±5 µm. Both values are slightly below the 
grain size. 
 
5.3.4 Grain orientation 

From the above it is concluded that differences in crystal orientation are responsible 
for the large scale surface roughening. To study this dependence in detail, a series of 

of the tensile specimen. 
 

g
a tendency to defo
the neighboring grains. These strain incompatibilities may lead to an inhomogeneous 
rotational deformation within the grain and subsequently also in a part of the 
surrounding grains. Since the number of available slip systems in the zinc is limited, 
the average differences in hardness between the grains will be higher for non-
textured materials. The higher straining discrepancies will lead to a rougher surface. 
As long as the hardness differences between the grains does not change significantly, 
and their elongation due to the tensile deformation is well below the grain size, the 
total deformation of the grain assembly will be more or less constant. This explains 

Surface grains 

Figure 5.19 shows the relation between the orientation of the surface grains and the 
topography resulting from a considerable amount of tensile deformation. These 

OIM measurements is made. First to study only the surface grains and subsequently 
also the grains through the entire thickness 
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Figure 5.19 A comparison between (a) the initial Schmid factor and (b) the height map on 
the same position after 10% tensile deformation. The scale in figure (a) runs from black for 
low values to white for the highest Schmid factors. The sample is aluminum with a grain size 
of 30 µm. The overlay in figure b showing the grain boundaries is taken from an OIM scan on 
the deformed specimen. The height is depicted from black for the lowest values to white for 
the highest points on the specimen surface. 

measurements are performed on an aluminum sample with an average grain size of 
s an OIM map from an area before deformation started. Plotted 

he grains as a measure of their hardness. In Figure 5.19b the 

over 5%. The same scan is used to plot in Figure 5.20 the grain 
rientation spread as a function of the Schmid factor.  

monstrate the importance (or lack of importance) of the 
surface grains on the roughness. For some grains the topography can be understood 

pposite relation. 
hey have a Schmid factor close to the maximum 0.5 and will easily deform, when 

allowed by other grains. Their deformation causes local depressions on the sample 

31 µm. Figure 5.19a i
is the Schmid factor of t
confocal height map is shown of the same area after 10% deformation. The black 
areas correspond to the lowest points on the surface and the white regions to the 
highest points. The overlay is taken from an OIM scan performed after the 
deformation and shows the grain boundaries dividing grains with orientation 
differences 
o
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 de

when looking at the grain orientation. Grain number 1 in Figure 5.19a is the grain 
with the lowest Schmid factor. This very hard grain deforms only little and 
corresponds with one of the highest points on the surface as can be observed from 
Figure 5.19b. The grains in section 2 and grain number 3 show the o
T
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Figure 5.20 The Schmid factor plotted as a function of the grain orientation spread in the 
same aluminum sample as used in Figure 5.19 after 10% straining. 

surface. These correlations are only incidental. Grain number 4 for example has a 
low Schmid factor but lies on a ridge on the surface. The overlay in Figure 5.19b, 
indicating the grain boundaries, does not overlap with local minima or maxima in 
the height map, nor can the Schmid factor explain the multiple peaks and valleys 
present on the surface of grain number 5.  
At a first glance Figure 5.20 looks perhaps rather random. There are some comments 
to be made about the quantities used in this picture. The Schmid factor does not 
completely describe the susceptibility of the grain to plastic deformation, since it 
only focuses on the primary slip system. Also the grain orientation spread does not 
bear a one-to-one relation with the amount of deformation in the grain. Not only will 
the larger grains probably have a higher spread in orientation, which is then not 
related to the orientation of the grain, there is also the problem that only deformation 
leading to a rotation of a part of the grain will cause the orientation spread to 
increase. Normal slip of course does not change the orientation of the lattice. Still 
this picture shows that it is not justified to assume that the softer surface grains (i.e. 
those grains with a high Schmid Factor) automatically deform the most. All the 
points are clustered in the top left corner of the graph, indicating that the grains must 
have a suitable orientation for a high deformation to occur. The opposite is not true. 
Grains with a high Schmid factor can be confined by their neighbors and deform 
only little. 
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Through thickness grains 

Finally in Figure 5.21a, a Schmid factor plot is shown of an aluminum sample with 
90 µm grains in cross section. This sample has been deformed 20% after which a 
confocal height map is made and the sample is ground from the side to reveal the 
grains responsible for the roughness profile (Fig. 5.21c). Figure 5.21b shows the 
cumulative Schmid factor, obtained by a through-thickness summation of the values 
in each column of pixels in Figure 5.21a. The last figure, Figure 5.21d, shows what 
the cumulative Schmid factor is, when the sum is not taken through the entire 
thickness of the sample but only of the first top 100, 200 or 400 µm. 
This figure shows that when the Schmid factors of all the grains of the cross section 
are summed, there is a correspondence with the surface height profile. If the 
cumulative Schmid factor across the specimen is high, that section will stretch easily 
without much hindrance. This will lead to a depression on the surface as can be seen 
in region 1. In region 2 the opposite occurs. On average there are many hard grains 
here that will deform less. Consequently, the height profile shows a higher region at 
these points. As can be seen from the different curves in Figure 5.21d, the 

ther than just by the surface grains. 

correspondence is only present when the summation is made over the entire 
thickness of the specimen. 
For thick samples without texture, the absolute difference in cumulative Schmid 
factor from position to position will be larger than for thin samples. This is evident 
from Figure 5.21d and is consistent with the results of Figure 5.15, which show a 
higher rms-roughness for a thick sample than for a thin sample of the same material. 
From all the previous results the conclusion is justified that the roughness is 
determined by multiple ‘layers’ of grains ra
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Figure 5.21 The cumulative Schmid factor through the thickness of the specimen appears 
to be related to the roughness on the surface. (a) Schmid factor on the cross section of a 
deformed aluminum sample with a grain size of 90 µm. The scale runs from black for low 
values to white for the highest Schmid factors. (b) The same Schmid factor summed through 
thickness. (c) The height profile on the surface. (d) The cumulative Schmid factor over only a 
part of the thickness of the specimen. 
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5.4 Atomic Force Microscopy measurements 
 
The confocal microscopy measurements provide the statistical properties of the 
rough surface within the resolution limits of the apparatus. To study the roughening 
on a scale closer to that of the individual slip events, another technique has to be 
used. An atomic force microscope is very suitable for this kind of research since it 
has the resolution and furthermore, the technique is very versatile. The scan area can 
be varied several orders of magnitude and since no vacuum is required, it is 
relatively easy to mount a tensile stage under the tip to do in-situ deformation 
experiments. 
The statistical nature of slip patterns has been studied extensively. In [15] for 
instance the slip patterns on deformed copper single crystals are found, using 
Mandelbrot’s fractal description [16], to obey self-similar scaling. In [17] very 
impressive in-situ AFM results on GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures reveal fractal 
behavior. In the early stages of straining the dislocation motion is individual and the 
fractal behavior is weak. As straining progresses the dislocations are believed to start 
moving more collectively resulting in a more fractal topography. 
 
5.4.1 Results 

In this section two in-situ deformation experiments performed with the AFM are 

Figure 5.22 AFM images of deformed Al-8.5%Mg sample with grain size 30.8 µm at 
strains of 1%, 3% and 13%. The images show an area of 21 µm x 21 µm. The profiles are 
averaged over 25 lines perpendicular to the slip lines. The heights are in nm. 
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desc %Mg alloy with a grain 
ze of 30.8 µm (sample A in table 5.1) and the other is a pure aluminum with a very 

In Figure 5.23a larger profiles are shown taken from the AFM images at 1%, 5% and 
13% strain at the same position with an averaging of 50 lines exactly perpendicular 
t e
T
i hese two 

ribed. The specimens used are a polycrystalline Al-8.5
si
large grain size of at least 5 mm. Since the tensile specimens are 1 mm thick, the 
grains in this sample will be completely through-thickness. An attempt is made to 
understand the origin of the fractal behavior observed in the confocal microscopy 
measurements. 
 
Small grained specimen 

In Figure 5.22 a series of AFM images are shown made on the same position at 
different strains (1%, 3% and 13%). The images show an area of 21 µm x 21 µm and 
consist of 512 x 512 pixels. Unfortunately a lot of polishing residue can be seen in 
these images. It is very hard to remove these SiO2 particles, especially on relatively 
soft aluminum samples. In this experiment the larger particles are also beneficial, 
since they are used to locate the correct place for a measurement after each 
deformation step. A short profile is shown of each image indicating the height in 
nanometers of the individual slip steps. To reduce the noise the profile is an average 

ken over 25 lines perpendicular to the slip lines.  ta

a b 

Figure 5.23 (a) Three profiles taken from AFM images at strains of 1%, 5% and 13%. The 
profiles shown are averages over 50 lines perpendicular to the slip lines. (b) The 
corresponding height-height correlation graphs. 

o the slip lin s. The two bottommost lines show almost solely individual slip lines. 
he distance between the slip lines is more or less constant and is decreasing with 

ncreasing strain. It is not so difficult to spot a characteristic length in t
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lines. The topmost line is different. Here the surface structure has become more 
complex and this reflects also on the height-height correlation graphs of these three 
curves shown in Figure 5.23b. Since the profiles at 1% and 5% strain contain only 
individual slip steps more or less equally spaced, no self-affine scaling or correlation 
length can be obtained from these surfaces. With increasing strain however the 
roughness becomes more complex and the correlation graph of the profile at 15% 

sembles slightly the results obtained from the confocal measurements.  
also performed on the same specimen over a larger area of 

re
AFM measurements are 
110 µm x 110 µm, covering several grains. In Figure 5.24 the AFM image is shown 
after 13% strain. As in the confocal microscopy maps the grains can be easily 
distinguished in the surface topography. Over the line indicated in Figure 5.24a a 
profile is made for several strain values. The result is shown in Figure 5.24b. The 
height of the peak in the curves scales linearly with strain.  

100806040200

Large grained specimen 

Figure 5.25 shows six 3D maps of AFM measurements on the sample with the 
through-thickness grains. The AFM scans are taken after strains of 0.5%, 2%, 4%, 
6%, 10% and 12%. The scan area for the first four images is 100 µm x 100 µm, the 
last two show areas of 20 µm x 20 µm and 50 µm x 50 µm respectively. At larger 
deformations the absolute height difference between the highest and lowest point of 
the scan is too large for the AFM tip to follow and a smaller scan area has to be 
chosen. Figure 5.26 shows a profile over the scan taken after 10% strain and gives an 
indication of the step height at this amount of deformation. 

100

80
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20
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2.97 µm

0.00 µm
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Figure 5.24 (a) AFM height map after 13% strain over an area of 110 µm x 110 µm. The 
grains are clearly visible. (b) Height profiles at various strains. The line in figure (a) 
indicates the position of the profile. The height increase of the peak in the profile is linear 
with strain. 
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50 x 50 µm 20 x 20  

100 x 100 µm 

µm

Figure 5.25 AFM images of the surface of a pure aluminum sample with a grain size much 
larger than the specimen thickness. The images are taken with increasing plastic strains of 
0.5%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 10% and 12%. The first four images show an area of 100 µm x 100 µm 
The fifth image is a detailed view of 20 µm x 20 µm. The final image shows an area of 50 µm 
x 50 µm. The line on the fifth image indicates the position on which the profile of Figure 5.26 
is made. 

5.4.2 Discussion 

These AFM results serve to show that the roughness development depends highly on 
the constraints on deformation generated by the microstructure and experimental 
geometry. In the final experiment on the large-grained aluminum specimen the 
constraints are minimal.
influence of neighboring gr

 The grains are very large and as a consequence the 
ains is small. Through-thickness there is only the single 

grain, eliminating the influence of subsurface grains as observed in the previous 
section. Furthermore, since this is an annealed pure aluminum dislocation motion 
through the lattice is relatively easy. The main constraint in this configuration is 
enforced by the experimental geometry, which forces the specimen to remain more 
or less straight. Upon deformation, only a few widely spaced slip planes become 
active. The number of slip events on a single plane is large. A step height of 500 nm 
as in Figure 5.26 corresponds roughly to 2.5x103 Burgers vectors. Since there is no 
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Figure 5.26 Height profile after 10% straining.  

difference between the different slip planes and the effect of the slip on these planes, 
it is to be expected that the slip planes are roughly equally active. 
A different picture is seen in the small-grained specimen. Due to the polycrystalline 
nature of the material, the individual gr lowed to defo  
already at a moderate slip step height of eters, the ma es 

 roughness observed in the earlier sections of this chapter and in Figures 
5.22-5.24.  

 

ain is not al
several nanom

rm freely and
terial address

different slip planes. The slip planes remain more or less equally spaced as can be 
seen in Figures 5.22a and 5.22b. When deformation continues the influence of the 
other grains becomes dominant as can be concluded from the larger scans such as in 
Figure 5.23. It is this accommodation to the deformation of the grain collective that 
causes the activity on the different slip planes to vary, which eventually leads to the 
complex
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5.5 Conclusions 
 
This study sh crystalline metal 
surface in term nd a correlation 
length ξ can be tal structures. It 
helps to identify aller scale the 
roughening is inum but 0.8 for 
iron and zinc. between different 
points and ncreases 
linearly with i ra that local hardness 
differences between t ns are respons ng. On average, the 

ows that the statistical description of a rough poly
s of the rms-roughness w, the scaling exponent α a
 applied to metal systems with strongly varying crys

 two different regimes of roughening. On a sm
 self-affine with roughness exponents of 0.9 for alum
 On a multiple grain scale there is no correlation 

the surface can be described by an rms-roughness, which i
ncreasing st in. These experiments suggest 

he grai ible for this rougheni
limited number of available slip systems in the zinc causes larger differences in 
hardness between neighboring grains. Hence, zinc roughens more than aluminum 
and iron. The experimental OIM results presented justify the conclusion that the 
roughness is determined by multiple layers of grains rather than just by the surface 
grains, and in particular it is hypothesized that the spatial variation of the cumulative 
Schmid factor (determined along a column below a certain point) determines the 
local surface heights. AFM measurements indicate that when the constraints mainly 
originating in the polycrystalline nature of the material are removed, the material 
deforms on a limited number of highly active slip planes. When constraints are 
present, more slip planes are addressed to accommodate for the different 
deformation of the grains, resulting in a more complex surface roughness. 
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